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Last Monday was Martin Luther King, Jr. Day, next week Black history month. In 
between the recognitions, the John Lewis Voting Rights Advancement Act was defeated. 
The defeat blocked the path towards undoing the damage done to the voting rights act by 
the Supreme Court’s 2013 ruling. The ruling deep sixed section 5 of the act. As US 
Representative John Lewis remarked, the death of section 5 was “a dagger in the heart of 
the voting rights act of 1965.” 

Senator Mitch McConnell, defending last Wednesday’s defeat of the act, had this to 
say: "Because if you look at the statistics, African American voters are voting in just as 
high a percentage as Americans."  

Senator McConnell’s binary of Americans and African Americans could be a slip of 
the tongue. Slips of tongue reveal inconvenient truths: This truth: America is racist.  

Not just America. I recently read Empire of Cotton: A Global History, by Sven 
Beckert, the Laird Bell Professor of History at Harvard. His thesis: Cotton played a major 
role in the birth of the Industrial Revolution. The Industrial Revolution was built on the 
backs of black and brown bodies. Liverpool, England. Lowell, Massachusetts. 
Birmingham, Alabama. We are in this mess together.  

In 2015, Ta-Nehisi Coates wrote Between the World and Me. The book is a letter to 
his fifteen-year-old son about the experience of being Black in America. The book was 
#1 on the New York Times Bestselling list. Toni Morrison said that the book is required 
reading.  

Mr. Coates writes that race is a fabricated term, the first child of racism. White is a 
distinction to separate, for the sake of advantage, fair skin people from other people. 
James Baldwin wrote: [They] have brought humanity to the edge of oblivion: because 
they think they are white. 

White supremacy not only is the fringe morality of mean people. White supremacy is 
stitched across the fabric of our everyday lives. Watch television and thumb through 
magazines. Most of the Black people are brown and tan. The kink of their hair usually is 
ironed straight. 70% of players in the NFL are persons of color. Only one is a head coach. 
It is harder for dark and kinky to make it in America.  

There is disease under the skin of the American dream.  Black people have been 
enslaved more years than they have been legally emancipated—67% of their years on 
American soil. Legal emancipation failed. People of darker hue remain less free and less 
prosperous. The system works against them.  

Americans are either reactive and defensive about, or mostly unmoved by the big 
scar on the American dream. We are bigots. We are social activists. In between there is a 
large more silent middle. Bigots and social activists usually wear the same badge of 
superiority. Those in the middle are more indifferent.  

America struggles to get out of the narthex of emancipation. The way to the 
sanctuary of emancipation, for those who think themselves white, is confession. Easier 
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said than done. Confession disturbs bigots and social activists. Confess! Who me? 
Confession easily escapes those in between. Confess. For what? 

When it comes to the matter of race born of an abject, complicated, nuanced, subtle, 
silent racism, we are an edgy and touchy bunch. Like the people of Nazareth in today’s 
gospel. 

Jesus visits his home synagogue on the Sabbath. Jesus reads his favorite scripture 
from Isaiah about the heart of God’s love for those who need it most. Jesus announces 
that he’s living this love.  

A proclamation shared mutates into a condemnation received. Joseph’s son has gone 
from preaching to meddling. Jesus’s tribe wants to throw him over the cliff. 

One aspect of the home crowd’s anger seems to be about Jesus’s self-righteousness. 
Hey, we were proclaiming release for the captives before you were knee high to a 
grasshopper!  

Have you ever felt accused of not loving enough? Have you ever tried to toss love 
over a cliff for insinuating that you are not loving enough?   

Hey, Jesus, I taught Bates students about the Student Nonviolent Coordinating 
Committee, whose mission was voter registration in the rural Deep South. I support the 
Southern Poverty Law Center. Touchy. Bill, take a deep breath. 

Progressive people, like me, when cornered to confess, often admit that we need to 
love harder. I have trouble loving harder.  

My confession sounds something like this: Jesus, I struggle to act on what I know. 
You invited the paralytic man, who laid on a mat for 38 years, to take up his mat and 
walk. You invite me to I take up the mat of my complicity and complacency and follow 
you. You say no need to get over myself before I come along. Makes sense. Carrying my 
mat of complicity and complacency is godlier than laying on it. Help me integrate into 
my daily life what Richard Rohr shared in his online meditation this morning: The gospel 
is before all else a call to live differently, so that life can be shared with others. In other 
words, the gospel is ultimately calling us to a stance of simplicity, vulnerability, dialogue, 
powerlessness, and humility. These are the only virtues that make communion and 
community and intimacy possible. 

Friends, the cosmos is an interdependent web of relation. The web is susceptible to 
evil. Evil’s particular genius is a capacity to ensnare our heads and hearts, blur our vision, 
tangle our hands and feet. We need to confess complicity and complacency. We need to 
regularly ask to be released form the devil’s snare.  

The devil’s snare, regarding racism, is the assumption that we are white. Whiteness 
as biology, whiteness as ontological, that is, whiteness as who we are, is an excuse in the 
service of a complicity and complacency that steals freedom and prosperity from a whole 
lot of people.   

Whiteness is location, the zip code of a privilege that comes in many forms.  
A question worth taking to prayer: What were the January 6th rebels after? How does 

what they were aiming for mirror the way less radical Americans do their everyday lives?  
January 6th was Senator McConnell’s divided America on steroids, America in the 

throes of a nervous breakdown.  
The hardest questions: How much of Mitch McConnell’s two Americas are 

imprinted on our lives? What must we do to reorient ourselves to the heart of God?  
Amen.  


